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Open Data in the Commonwealth 



Data.virginia: The problem  

No portal  
No policy 
No culture 
No proof 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When Gov. McAuliffe first took office, he tasked his policy team with generating bold and innovative ideas that help our state agencies better serve its citizens, coordinate internally, and effectively as well as transparently use our tax dollars. Before he was even inaugurated, we convened a diverse panel of tech professionals, big companies as well as startup entrepreneurs, and civic activists like yourselves. One of the biggest recommendations they had was that Virginia MUST have a robust open data agenda if we’re going to stay competitive. But we faced formidable challengesNo portal: no central repository for all state open data. Individual agencies put out datasets but not with any consistency, and it’s often buried on obscure pages No policy: there was no push from the top for agencies to collaborate, making it very hard for efforts in the past to gain tractionNo culture: most agencies were/are apathetic, but many are actually outright reflexively opposed to sharing dataNo proof: The case for why creating a central open data portal would yield tangible benefits to agencies and to the states remained elusive



Data.virginia: The solution 

 Executive action: Data portal 
 Transparency 
 Service to citizens 
 Entrepreneurial opportunity 

 Low-hanging fruit 
 Datathon 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In April 2014, Governor McAuliffe officially launched Data.Virginia, a multipronged project to address the way our various agencies disseminate and share data. He framed the importance of open data as having multiple facets: -Transparency: which is the main topic of tonight, tends to be the go-to reason for undertaking open data projects. The citizens we serve have a right to know how their taxpayer dollars are being spent. And, what we’re finding out is the more datasets governments proactively make open, the less FOIA requests we have to deal with since, the majority of the time, many FOIA requests are for information or data that are already public. But, transparency is not the only reason for a robust open data effort. And sometimes, depending on who you’re pitching to, it’s not the most motivational. If we approached our various state agencies and basically scolded them into sharing their data so that we could essentially be looking over their shoulder, they would be justifiably skittish.Service to citizens: the sheer amount of data our various agencies generate is staggering, but too scattershot for the average citizen to make use.  A robust open data program means agencies not just sputtering out datasets into the abyss, but organizing them in one place where Virginians can get easy access to info that will help them make better decisions. For example, critical information on how our schools perform by district.- Entrepreneurial opportunity: the truth is, most government agencies are too focused on maintaining existing programs with little room or resources to experiment with innovating in-house. The beauty of open data is that you are putting raw information out into the world that innovators can then use in new and productive ways that are beneficial to citizens. Opening it to all means anyone can build brand new apps and potentially even build businesses around them.



Data.virginia.gov: portal 



Data.virginia.gov 



Datathon 2014  

 Six agencies 
 Breaking silos 
 Student participation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It wasn’t enough to just launch the portal and populate it with a few datasets. You can do all the technical things right, but if you don’t have true buy-in from the agencies themselves, it’ll fall flat on its head. Last year’s first ever Commonwealth Datathon brought together 6 different agencies and challenged them to build apps from scratch in just 48 hours. The catch: they had to use only data that was publicly available, and at least one dataset that was from another agency. Results were phenomenal.



Datathon 2014  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A component of our first datathon was getting six outstanding highschool coders to join the festivities. We embedded one student per agency team. This worked so well, that one of the students even got an internship out of it by the end of the datathon!Two weeks after the datathon, top agency teams presented their projects at COVITS, the largest gathering of government IT workers in the Commonwealth. The Governor kicked off the event and we had a panel of judges as well as online voting set up for all COVITS attendees to select the “audience choice” award.



Datathon 2015  

 Regional focus 
 University participation 
 9 agencies 
 Virtual track 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this year’s version, we wanted to expand our efforts beyond just our state agencies. We reached out to code brigades in Richmond, Hampton Roads, and Blacksburg, and encouraged them to incorporate state open data in their existing hackathons. We also expanded a regular app-development contest offered on a semester-basis by JMU to its computer science students, and selected the most promising project for participation in our final competition. We held another agency datathon, this time with 9 participating agencies, and selected the top 4 to participate in the final competition. And, finally, we experimented with a virtual datathon whereby any Virginian could submit an app that used our open data via submission. 



And the winner is… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Deep Run High School team beat out numerous state agencies and a team of college students for the audience’s choice award. 



Datathon: neXT STEPS  

 Regional datathons with local participation 
 Theme-based for added focus 
 More robust collection of datasets 
 Greater university & high school participation 



Recipe for an open data program 

 Identify specific problems that result from lack 
of data clarity 

 Engage civic coders and stakeholders 
 Establish policy and guidelines that ensure 

standardization and regular updating 
 Host regular events and programs that actively 

encourage the use of open data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Specific problem: in general, when we say generally that we want an open data program, it’s often hard to get buy-in from agencies who don’t see the immediate value to their narrow scope of work. Furthermore, you are likely to encounter defensiveness if the approach is one of antagonistically demanding data. Instead, engage agencies on the top institutional or process-oriented issues they face. Present open data as a way of easing the administrative and logistical burden. Engaging stakeholders: it’s no good to simply collect any and all datasets as you come across them and just spam your portal. Instead, regularly request feedback and suggestions from the civic hacker and broader communities on what data they would find most useful. This will ensure that your data portal is regularly utilized and citizens are actually being better served.Establish policies: my biggest fear is that the Governor will leave office in  2017 and all our work on open data will simply fall by the wayside. It is imperative that long-term policies are set in place to ensure that your open data efforts will remain in place and that agencies/other stakeholders will routinely release robust datasets. At the state level, that will likely mean legislation that codifies the Governor’s executive actions.Host events/projects: Virginia’s Datathon project isn’t just a fun show. It’s a critical component of ensuring our agencies and our citizens remain engaged with our data efforts. I strongly recommend working with your local civic hacker groups on a regular basis and host events that engage your gov employees in innovation around open data.



THE END 

 Zaki Barzinji 
571-277-4553 
Zaki.Barzinji@governor.virginia.gov 
 

 We want YOU to participate in Data.Virginia! 
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